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Abstract— Graph embedding, aiming to learn low-dimensional
representations (aka. embeddings) of nodes in graphs, has
received significant attention. In recent years, there has been
a surge of efforts, among which graph convolutional networks
(GCNs) have emerged as an effective class of models. However,
these methods mainly focus on the static graph embedding.
In the present work, an efficient dynamic graph embedding
approach is proposed, called dynamic GCN (DyGCN), which
is an extension of the GCN-based methods. The embedding
propagation scheme of GCN is naturally generalized to a dynamic
setting in an efficient manner, which propagates the change in
topological structure and neighborhood embeddings along the
graph to update the node embeddings. The most affected nodes
are updated first, and then their changes are propagated to
further nodes, which in turn are updated. Extensive experiments
on various dynamic graphs showed that the proposed model can
update the node embeddings in a time-saving and performancepreserving way.
Index Terms— Dynamic graphs, graph convolutional network
(GCN), neural network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

RAPHS are natural representations for encoding relational structures and therefore have a wide range of
applications in bioinformatics [14], chemistry [1], recommender systems [16], and social network studies [29], among
others. However, unlike images that are in a compact grid
pattern, the graph structure presents a topological pattern,
which is not easy to process by common machine learning
methods. Although graphs can be presented in the form of an
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adjacency matrix, they are too big to save or process when the
number of nodes is increased.
Graph embedding, finding a mapping function to transform each node in the graph into a low-dimensional latent
representation, is considered as an effective way to represent a graph and has attracted considerable research
efforts [12], [31], [37]. However, most researches focus on
static graph embedding, i.e., learning representations only
of static graphs. Three popular classes of graph embedding have emerged in recent years, some of which are
based on matrix factorization (MF) [3], [4], [37]. Belkin
et al. [3] used singular value decomposition (SVD) to decompose the node representation, whereas large-scale information network embedding (LINE) [37] applied factorization
strategies into large-scale graph embedding. Some graph
embedding methods were inspired by the random walk strategy, including DeepWalk [31] and Node2Vec [12]. These
random-walk-based methods transform the graph structure
into several random walk sequences, which can be easily
processed by the skip-gram model in Word2Vec [28]. Graph
convolution networks (GCNs) [9], [13], [18], [35], [48],
as a class of models generalizing neural networks to graphstructured data, have recently gained significant attention.
The GCN-based methods generally follow an embedding
propagation scheme, in which the embedding of each node
is recursively updated by the aggregating message propagated from its neighboring nodes [48]. Under the embedding
propagation scheme, the GCN-based methods have achieved
significant improvement in terms of both efficiency and
effectiveness.
Many graphs in the real world are inherently dynamic,
meaning that their nodes/edges may constantly change over
time. For instance, on an online platform, users may join or
leave a social network at any time and may develop new
relationships or break off other relationships over time. Users
may also change their profile information, such as age and
location. Thus, considering the graph embedding problem
in a dynamic manner is more appropriate for real-world
applications. More information can be captured when the
dynamic features of the graph are considered [17]. Although
some researches on dynamic graph embedding have been
proposed [11], [34], [38], [54], they mainly focused on mining
the pattern of graph evolvement but ignored the efficiency
issue. Their methods consequently achieved a better performance than previous static methods. However, generating a
new representation at each time is costly, given that most
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traditional node representation methods are designed to learn
the embedding parameters through an optimization process
(e.g., gradient descent or matrix factorization). Repeating these
processes at each time step results in high complexity.
The time complexity problem originates mainly from two
aspects. First, global update time-consuming, that is to update
all the node embeddings at each time step. Second, retraining time-consuming, that is to update node embeddings via
optimization progress, e.g., matrix factorization or stochastic
gradient descent. However, both the aspects of time consumption can be reduced by leveraging the dynamic relationships
between consequent time steps. Because changes in graphs
are frequent and trivial at any time, the node embedding may
not change considerably; hence, it may be unnecessary to
update the embeddings of all the nodes at each time step.
Some researchers thus try to avoid the recalculation of all
node representations and consider only the changing nodes,
e.g., DNE [7], DynWalks [15], and NetWalk [50]. Some, such
as TIMERS [52] and Dyrep [41], avoid the relearning process
and directly update the previous embeddings according to the
changes.
GCN has recently shown great power in graph embedding
and has the potential to deal with graphs incrementally [13].
Therefore, this research aims to extend GCN to the dynamic
environment in an efficient manner.
Present Work: In this study, an efficient dynamic graph
embedding framework called dynamic graph convolutional
network (DyGCN) is proposed, which extends the GCN-based
embedding models to dynamic settings. The proposed method
may be applicable to all other methods based on GCN, As
the core of DyGCN, a dynamic graph convolution operation
is devised, which naturally generalizes the embedding propagation scheme of GCN to the dynamic setting, propagating
the change along the graph to update the embeddings of the
affected nodes. The process consists of two steps: the change
in the message aggregated from neighbors is first calculated,
and then the node embeddings are adjusted accordingly. The
most affected nodes are updated first. Then, the change is propagated to the neighboring nodes, resulting in their update. Two
different ways of node propagation are designed: high-order
update and spectral propagation. The former is more efficient,
but the latter is more precise. Both the ways decrease the
computational time compared with other methods of dynamic
graph embedding. Extensive experiments on three real-world
datasets are carried out. The experimental results show the
efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method compared
with other dynamic graph embedding methods and the static
counterpart (GCN).
Overall, the contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows.
1) The proposal of DyGCN as an efficient dynamic embedding framework for the GCN-based embedding methods, which is capable of updating node embeddings
in dynamic graphs in a time-saving and performancepreserving way.
2) The creation of a dynamic graph convolution operation
as the core of DyGCN, which efficiently propagates the
change along the graph to update the node embeddings.
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3) Extensive experiments on various datasets to verify the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, three streams of research related to the
present work are briefly reviewed, i.e., graph embedding methods, dynamic graph embedding methods, and graph neural
networks (GNNs). Note that we only discuss the unsupervised
graph embedding methods in this brief.
A. Graph Embedding Methods
Graph embedding (also called network embedding) is an
important research area in graph analysis. Originally, a typical
task of the dimension reduction problem, graph embedding
is defined as representing an n × n adjacency matrix as an
n × k matrix, where k  n. Some representative methods
in this line include principal component analysis (PCA) [44]
and multidimensional scaling (MDS) [20]. Afterward, some
methods such as ISOmap [39] and local linear embeddings
(LLE) [33] were later designed for better global structure
preservation. For larger scale graphs, factorization methods,
such as GraRep [4] and LINE [37], are commonly used to
apply graph embedding to larger datasets.
In recent years, deep learning methods have already
achieved promising results in the field of network embedding
areas. The first deep learning method of network embedding
is commonly recognized as DeepWalk [31]. After the success of DeepWalk, more deep learning methods for network
embeddings have been designed. Node2Vec [12] improved the
random walk strategies of DeepWalk by a controllable deep
or wide walking possibility. SDNE [43] introduced a deep
autoencoder model to learn the 1st- and 2nd-order neighbors
of nodes. Thus far, GNNs have received considerable attention, and several frameworks have been developed, including
VGAE [19], GraphSAGE, and GAT [42].
B. Dynamic Graph Embedding Methods
There are two streams of research on dynamic
graphs. The first, called dynamic graph prediction, aims
to predict the graph structure at the next time step [30],
[36], [49]; the second, called dynamic graph embedding, tries
to learn better graph representation according to dynamic
information. The present work belongs to the latter stream.
The two tasks, graph prediction and graph embedding, can
be formulated as follows:


(1)
G T +1 = f G ≤T
 ≤T 
T
X = f G
(2)
where G T is the graph structure at time step T . X T is the
embedding at time step T . Because this work aims to learn
representations for dynamic graphs in an efficient manner,
some graph prediction methods, such as EvolveGCN [30] and
DynGraph2Vec [10], are not discussed here.
Dynamic graph embedding was initially considered as an
extension of static graph embedding. Researchers simply used
the static network embedding methods in each snapshot during
each time step, with the constraint of aligning the same nodes
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in different time steps. The dynamic graph embedding methods
are argued to obtain better representations than the traditional
static graph embedding because different snapshots share more
characteristics for representation [10], [11], [34], [54], [55].
An inevitable problem with the above methods is that
although they are able to learn better representation than the
static methods, their computational complexity is unacceptable
in real-world applications. For efficiency, researchers try to
update only a part of the embeddings of previous snapshots
instead of recalculating the current graph totally. TIMERS [52]
proposes an incremental SVD model for dynamic embedding,
which requires SVD only at the beginning and then incrementally updates them according to the changes on the graph.
DNE [7] proposes a dynamic version of LINE, with only a
few gradient descent process to update the representation of
the current graph. DANE [22] proposes a network embedding
method in a dynamic environment that updates the node
embedding based on the change in both the adjacency and
the attribute matrix through matrix perturbation. DyRep [41]
ingests dynamic graph information in the form of association
and communication events over time and updates the node
representations as they appear in these events. DynWalks [15]
incorporates the temporal information with the traditional
DeepWalk to capture the evolving properties in dynamic
networks. It updates the node embeddings by sampling new
walks that are highly related to the changes on the graph.
C. Graph Neural Networks
GNNs, which extend deep neural networks to graphstructured data, are a class of models recently advanced in
graph representation learning. Due to their convincing performance and high interpretability, GNNs have been widely
used in many applications, such as natural language processing [2], image classification [26], recommendation [46], and
fashion analysis [6]. The concept of GNN was first proposed by Scarselli et al. [35]. Most GNN models follow a
similar scheme. In general, the nodes in GNNs aggregate
information from neighborhoods and update their embeddings
iteratively. Various kinds of GNNs have recently been proposed. GCNs [18] perform graph convolutions for aggregation and update motivated by spectral convolution. Gated
GNNs (GGNNs) [23] aggregate and update in the form
of gated recurrent units (GRUs). Graph attention networks
(GATs) [42] incorporate the attention mechanism into the
aggregation step. GraphSAGE [13] considers from the spatial
perspective and introduces an inductive learning method. After
that, researchers focus on the effectiveness and efficiency of
the aggregation and updating part [5], [45], [48]. Most of
the existing GNN models are designed for the static graph
setting, in which nodes and edges are fixed. However, the
idea of representing nodes by the aggregation information of
neighboring nodes may also be suitable to the dynamic setting.
III. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, the traditional GCN is described in detail.
Then, the graph embedding problem is formulated from static
and dynamic styles.

3

Fig. 1. Illustration of how we deal with the addition/removal of nodes and
edges in a unified way (assume there are at most five nodes through all the
time steps). The top image shows the change in the graph structure; the bottom
image shows the corresponding change in the adjacency matrix. The red lines
denote the newly added edges; the red circles in the adjacency matrix denote
the newly emerging nonzero entries.

A. Static Graph Embedding
Consider a graph G = {V, E}, V = [v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N ], and
E = [e1 , e2 , . . . , e M ] denote the node and edge set in G,
respectively. N is the number of nodes and M is the number
of edges. We denote the attributes of nodes as X, where x v
represents the attribute of node v in V. The attributes include
the node degree and other information based on different kinds
of datasets. The adjacency matrix is denoted as A. The static
graph embedding methods try to transform A (or A, X) to
node embedding matrix Z ∈ R N ×d
Z = Static_GE(A, X)

(3)

where d is the dimension of the embeddings and is much
smaller than the number of nodes N. Each row of Z , z v
denotes the representation of node v. The goal of the static
graph embedding methods is to obtain a better z v that can
express both the structural and attribute features of node v
for downstream tasks, such as node classification and link
prediction.
B. Dynamic Graph Embedding
In contrast to the static graph embedding problem, dynamic
graph embedding introduces the time step in the formulation. Henceforth, we use the superscript t to denote
the time index. In that case, we have a graph sequence
[G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t , . . . , G T ], where G t = {V t , E t } represents the
graph at time step t. T is the length of the sequences. V t and E t
are the set of nodes and edges in G t , respectively. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the graph at any time is assumed
to be built on a common node set of cardinality N, with N
not lesser than the maximum number of nodes appearing in
a single time step. As shown in Fig. 1, the nonexistent node
v 5 is treated as a dangling node with zero degree. If a node
is added/removed, its corresponding edges to other nodes are
added/removed. In this case, the changes in nodes can be seen
as the changes in edges, and there would be no need to change
the adjacency matrix at each time step. Therefore, the rest of
this work mainly talks about the changes in edges.
Given that the node feature matrix X is commonly stable,
the change in the topological structure is mainly discussed, i.e.,
adjacency matrix At = {0, 1} N ×N in this work. Z t ∈ R N ×d
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is the node embeddings’ matrix, and each row of which is a
d-dimensional embedding of a node in V t . The dynamic graph
embedding methods can be formulated as


(4)
Z t = Dyn_GE A≤t , X
where A≤t denotes the adjacency matrices from the beginning
to time step t.
There are two different research topics in the area of
dynamic graph embedding. The first focuses on obtaining
more representative embeddings by considering previous graph
snapshots. Theoretically, the lower bound of the representation
capacity is that of the static graph embedding representation.
The second focuses on the efficiency of learning dynamic
graph representation, in which the static graph embedding
representation is the upper bound of the representation capacity. In the present research, the main idea for reducing the
computation is to update the previous node embeddings based
on At instead of relearning all the node embeddings at each
time step, which is formulated as


(5)
Z t = Dyn_GCN At−1 , Z t−1
where the initial matrix embedding Z 0 is obtained by the static
graph embedding method, and any dynamic graph methods
can be applied. At−1 = At − At−1 is the change in the graph
structure.
C. Graph Convolutional Network
GCN [13], [18], [42] are a class of models that extend the
neural networks to graphs. They take the adjacency matrix A
and the node features matrix X as inputs and output the node
embedding matrix Z ∈ Rn×d , where n is the number of nodes
and d is the dimensionality of node embeddings
Z = GCN(A, X).

(6)

A GCN usually consists of multiple layers of graph convolution to iteratively update the node embeddings. Specifically,
the node embeddings Z can be updated to Z  through a layer
of graph convolution as (the layer index is omitted for clarity)
Z  = GCONV(A, Z , W )


:= σ ÂZ W

(7)

where Â denotes some normalization of the graph adjacency
matrix. For simplicity, Â = A + I is used in this work. I is
the identity matrix, W is a layer-specific transformation matrix,
and σ is a nonlinear activation such as ReLU.
The graph convolution is actually an embedding propagation operation motivated by spectral convolution. Here, 7 is
reformulated from the perspective of a single node v, which is
totally the same operation as the former equation. For notional
clarity, we denote the embedding of a node v is denoted as
z v , which is a row vector of Z . A node z first aggregates the
message propagated from neighbors and itself

zu
(8)
av =
u∈N (v)∪v

where av is the aggregated information of node v, and N (v)
is the set of its neighbors. Then it generates a new embedding

z v based on the aggregated message as
z v = σ (av W ).

(9)

The initial node embeddings are input node features X.
After limited periods of graph convolution, the node embeddings will capture the information propagated from various
orders away and output the final node embedding Z .
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this section, a naive graph convolution network for
graph embedding is first presented. Then, two versions of
the proposed DyGCN model extending static GCN to the
dynamic setting are introduced. Finally, the proposed methods
are compared with other methods in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency.
A. Naive GCN for Dynamic Graph Embedding
A naive way to use GCN in this dynamic setting is through
its direct application at each snapshot to learn the new node
embeddings


(10)
Z t+1 = GCN At+1 , X .
However, this is costly and unnecessary given that the
change at each time step is usually trivial. In particular, there
is little difference between At+1 and At , or in other words,
that is, At is sparse.
B. Dynamic GCN
In this section, the proposed DyGCN model is elaborated.
Fig. 2 shows the model framework; on the left is an example
of a dynamic graph, with an edge between nodes v 1 and v 2
emerging at time t. The change is propagated along the graph
to update the node embeddings in turn. v 1 and v 2 are denoted
as the 1st-order influenced nodes, being directly influenced
by the emerging edge. v 3 and v 4 , as well as v 5 and v 6 ,
as the neighbors of the 1st-order influenced nodes v 1 and v 2 ,
are denoted as the 2nd-order influenced nodes. Accordingly,
kth-order influenced nodes refer to the nodes that are (k − 1)
hops away from the 1st-order influenced nodes. The set of the
kth-order influenced nodes at time step t is denoted as Vkt .
The proposed model is based on the embedding propagation
scheme of GCN [13], [18], [48]. The node embeddings are
updated according to the change in the aggregated message.
In the 1st-order propagation layer, the 1st-order influenced
nodes are updated; these are the nodes directly connected
to the changing edges. The updated embeddings are then
propagated to their neighbors, which in turn are updated in
the successive high-order propagation layers. Their design is
elaborated in the following.
1) First-Order Update: Here, the method of updating the
embeddings of the 1st-order influenced nodes is discussed.
First, let us review the aggregation and update scheme of
GCN in (8) and (9). A node first aggregates the message
propagated from its neighbors and itself by summation and
then updates the embeddings based on it. The aggregated
message determines the final embeddings. The change in the
topological structure influences the aggregated message and,
thus, the final node embeddings.
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Fig. 2. Overview of DyGCN. An edge emerging at time t directly influences nodes v 1 and v 2 , which are first updated by the first-order propagation. The
updated v 1 and v 2 then affect their neighbors v 3 , v 4 , v 5 , and v 6 , which are updated accordingly to the changed aggregated message. Then, the nodes further
away are updated in turn.

Formally, for a 1st-order influenced node v ∈ V1t , the change
in its aggregated information at time t can be calculated as1


avt =
z ut −
z ut
(11)
u∈N t +1 (v)∪v

u∈N t (v)∪v

where z vt is the embedding of node v at time step t. N t (v)
and N t+1 (v) denote the neighbors of node v at time t
and t + 1, respectively. It is actually the summation of the
embeddings of newly appearing neighbors that subtracts that
of the disappearing neighbors. For example, v 1 in Fig. 2 has
a new neighbors v 2 , the change in its aggregated message
is thus the embedding of node v 2 , i.e., a1t = z 2 . If the
edge between v 1 and v 2 is removed instead, then v 1 loses
the neighbor v 2 , in which case the change in its aggregated
message a1t = −z 2 .
The original graph convolution generates the node
embedding based on the aggregated message through a transformation matrix. Drawing a lesson from this, an extra transformation matrix W1 ∈ Rd×d is introduced to model the
influence of the change in the aggregated message on the
embeddings of the 1st-order influenced nodes. Specifically,
updating the node embedding based on the original node
embedding and the calculated change in the aggregated message is a neural-network-based function, that is,


(12)
z vt+1 = σ W0 z vt + W1 avt
where W0 ∈ Rd×d is a transformation matrix for the original
embeddings.
2) High-Order Update: Because the 1st-order influenced
nodes have been updated, their changed embeddings are
propagated to their neighbors and in turn influence their
embeddings. Here, the update of the 2nd-order influenced
nodes is introduced, which can be easily generalized to the
neighbors further away.
More specifically, the aggregated message of the 2nd-order
influenced nodes is altered because the embeddings of some
neighbors (the 1st-order influenced nodes) have changed.
Different from the 1st-order influenced nodes influenced by the
1 For notional clarity, we use z to denote the node embedding in dynamic
setting, distinguished from h in the section of “GCN.”

change in the topological structure, the 2nd-order influenced
nodes are influenced by the change in the embeddings of
their neighbors. Formally, we can calculate the change in the
aggregated message of a 2nd-order influenced node v ∈ V2t
which can be calculated as
 

z ut+1 − z ut .
(13)
avt =
u∈N t +1 (v)∪v

In essence, it is only the change in the 1st-order influenced
nodes in their neighborhood since the others’ embeddings
remain unchanged. In the example in Fig. 2, the node v 3
aggregates the embeddings of its neighbor, the 1st-order influenced node v 1 , whose embedding has been updated to z 1t+1 .
Accordingly, the change in its aggregated message is z 1t+1 −z 1t .
A similar update function to that in (12) is used to update
the embeddings of a 2nd-order influenced node v with another
transformation matrix W2 ∈ Rd×d


(14)
z vt+1 = σ W0 z vt + W2 avt .
The update of the 2nd-order influenced nodes is propagated
iteratively to their neighbors, which can be updated in the same
way. Formally, for the kth-order influenced nodes v ∈ Vkt , they
aggregate changed message from the (k-1)th-order influenced
nodes as in 13 and update itself


z vt+1 = σ W0 z vt + Wk avt
(15)
where Wk ∈ Rd×d is the transformation matrix for the kth
propagation layer. Overall, the algorithm of DyGCN can be
summarized as Algorithm 1.
3) Processing of New Nodes: In contrast to the existing
methods [24], [32], the proposed method is capable of handling the change (removal or addition) in nodes and edges
in a unified way rather than separately. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example. The new nodes emerging at time t can be considered
as isolated nodes with no neighbors before time t. In this
case, there is a need only to define a large enough adjacency
matrix A0 to ensure that its size is equal to or higher than
the maximum number of nodes through all the time steps. For
each new node at time step t, the embeddings are initialized as
the aggregation of its linked nodes at time step t. Therefore,
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Algorithm 1 DyGCN
Require: G t = {V t , E t }, G t+1 = {V t+1 , E t+1 }: the graph at
times t and t + 1;
Z t = {z vt , v ∈ V t }: the node embeddings at time t;
{W0 , W1 , W2 , . . . , W K }: the transformation matrices.
Ensure: Z t+1 = {z vt+1 , v ∈ V t }, the node embeddings at time
t + 1.
1: // The update of first-order influenced nodes
2: for v ∈ V1t do


t
t
3: avt =
u∈N t +1 (v)∪v z u −
u∈N t (v)∪v z u ;
t+1
t
t
4: z v = σ (W0 z v + W1 av );
5: end for
6: // The update of high-order influenced nodes
7: for k ∈ [2, . . . , K ] do
8: for v ∈ Vkt do

9:
avt = u∈N t +1 (v)∪v (z ut+1 − z ut );
10:
z vt+1 = σ (W0 z vt + Wk avt ).
11: end for
12: end for

the addition or removal of nodes can be considered as that of
edges and can be processed in a unified way.
4) Matrix Form: The updating process is described in detail
from the perspective of the above embedding propagation
scheme. To provide a holistic view of the embedding propagation and to facilitate batch implementation, the matrix
form of the update rule as in GCN [18] is given here,
denoted as a dynamic graph convolution. An extra subscript
is introduced to denote the layer index of dynamic graph
convolution in DyGCN. The above discussed 1st-order update
can be summarized in the following expression, called the
1st-order dynamic graph convolution:


Z 1t+1 = DYGCONV1 At , Z t , W0 , W1


:= σ  Ât Z t W1 + Z t W0
(16)
where Z 1t+1 denotes the node embeddings after the 1st-order
update. Because this work aims only to update the 1st-order
influenced nodes, all the other nodes are masked in the above
updating process.
For the k-order influenced nodes (k > 2), their update
can be written as (17), called the k-order dynamic graph
convolution:


Z kt+1 = DYGCONVk At+1 , Z t , Z t , W0 , Wk


:= σ Ât+1 Z t Wk + Z t W0
(17)
t+1
t+1
− Z k−2
. Z kt+1 denotes the node embeddings
where Z t = Z k−1
after the k-order is updated. Similarly, all the nodes are masked
in the above updating process, except the k-order influenced
nodes. After K times of dynamic graph convolution, the final
node embeddings Z t+1 are obtained by updating all the k-order
nodes with the corresponding column of Z kt+1 .
5) Unsupervised Training: To learn meaningful and
predictive representations in a fully unsupervised setting,
a structure-preserving loss function is applied to the
updated node embeddings to tune the transformation matrices
{W0 , W1 , . . . , W K }. The training dataset is generated as a
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sequence of graphs. We use a trained static graph embedding
method to get Z 0 and reconstruct the graph at other times
by a structure-preserving loss function as the training process.
The structure-preserving loss function encourages the nearby
nodes to have similar embeddings, while enforcing that the
embeddings of disparate nodes are highly distinct [13]
   




log σ z v z u + log 1 − σ z v z u −
(18)
L=−
t

v

where u is a neighbor of v, u − is a random node, and σ is the
sigmoid function. The unsupervised loss aims to preserve the
topological information, which requires no extra supervision.
It can be replaced, or augmented, by a task-specific objective
(e.g., cross-entropy loss) for specific downstream tasks.
C. Spectral DyGCN
In this section, Spectral DyGCN is introduced to further
improve the above-mentioned high-order update mechanism
with acceptable time consumption.
The high-order update mechanism described above ignores
the nodes with orders higher than k. This means that the
changing information of the 1st-order nodes cannot be propagated to all the nodes, which is reasonable because the nodes
that are far from the “center” of change are less likely to be
affected. However, this inevitably results in loss of accuracy.
To further emphasize accuracy, a method that considers the
global propagation of a graph is introduced here. However,
the method is difficult to carry out in the spatial form of
GCN given that spatial convolution initially considers each
node separately. Therefore, the graph propagation step in the
spectral domain is considered.
In the graph theory, the normalized graph Laplacian is
defined as L = In − D −(1/2) AD −(1/2) , where In is the identity
matrix. The normalized Laplacian can be decomposed as
L = U U −1 , where  = diag([λ1 , . . . , λn ]) denotes its
eigenvalues. U is the n × n square matrix whose i th column is
the eigenvector u i . The graph Fourier transform of a signal x
is defined as ẑ = U −1 z, whereas the inverse transform is x =
U x̂. Then the original network propagation D −(1/2) AD −(1/2) z
can be interpreted as x is first transformed into the spectral
space and scaled by the eigenvalues, and then transformed
back
z  = D − 2 AD − 2 z = U (In − )U −1 z.
1

1

(19)

It has been proven that the scale of eigenvalues controls
the propagation process partially or modularly [51]. For better approximation of the dynamic propagation, the network
propagation of (19) is generalized into a learnable form
z  = U gθ ()U −1 z.

(20)

As proven in [18], (20) can be well-approximated by a
truncated expansion in terms of the Chebyshev polynomials.
Thus, the graph propagation step can be formulated as


1
1
(21)
Z  ≈ Ws I N + D − 2 AD − 2 Z
where Ws is the parameter matrix after approximation.
Equation (21) is the exact formulation of the vanilla GCN
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Algorithm 2 Spectral DyGCN
Require: G t = {V t , E t }, G t+1 = {V t+1 , E t+1 }: the graph at
times t and t + 1;
Z t = {z vt , v ∈ V t }: the node embeddings at time t;
{W0 , W1 , W2 , . . . , W K }: the transformation matrices.
Ensure: Z t+1 = {z vt+1 , v ∈ V t }, the node embeddings at time
t + 1.
// The update of first-order influenced nodes
t
for v ∈ V
1 do

t
av = u∈N t +1 (v)∪v z ut − u∈N t (v)∪v z ut ;
z vt+1 = σ (W0 z vt + W1 avt )
end for
// Propagating the changes to the whole graph
1
1
Z t+1 = Ws (I N + D − 2 AD − 2 )Z t+1
TABLE I
T IME -C ONSUMING A NALYSIS ON D IFFERENT C OMPARED M ETHODS .
|E t | AND |V t | D ENOTE THE N UMBER OF E DGES AND N ODES OF
THE G RAPH , R ESPECTIVELY. |E t | AND |V t | D ENOTE THE
N UMBER OF C HANGING E DGES AND N ODES , R ESPECTIVELY.
d I S THE D IMENSIONALITY OF N ODE E MBEDDINGS .
r , l, AND w A RE PARAMETERS OF THE R ANDOM
WALK -BASED M ETHODS, I . E ., THE N UMBER OF
WALKS , THE WALK L ENGTH , AND THE W INDOW
S IZE C ORRESPONDINGLY

model in the spectral domain. In this case, Spectral DyGCN
changes mainly the high-order update part of DyGCN to
propagate the changing information to the whole graph; the
algorithm is expressed as Algorithm 2.
D. Model Analysis
In this section, DyGCN is compared with other models
in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Section V presents
the observed results. There are two main aspects of time
consumption problems in common dynamic graph embedding:
global update consumption and retraining time consumption.
Table I presents a summary of the comparison of different
methods.
1) DyGCN Versus Static Methods (e.g., GCN): The vanilla
GCN designed for the static setting consists of multiple layers
of graph convolution, which update the node embeddings
between two consecutive layers. In contrast, the proposed
DyGCN is designed for the dynamic setting, which consists
of multiple layers of dynamic graph convolution to update the
node embeddings between two consecutive time steps. The
1st-order and high-order updates can be approximately seen
as graph convolutions on the change in adjacency matrix At
and node embeddings Z t , respectively. The time complexity
of graph convolution comes mainly from the matrix multiplication of the adjacency matrix, node embedding matrix,
and transformation matrix. Satisfactorily, there is mostly 0 in

7

At , and the number of nonzero entries in At is equal to
the number of the 1st-order influenced nodes. Similarly, the
number of nonzero entries in Z t at the k-order update is
equal to the number of k-order influenced nodes. Compared
with static GCN, which updates the embeddings of all the
nodes, what is updated in DyGCN V1t ∪ · · · ∪ VKt is a subset of
the whole node set V t . Considering K is usually small (2 by
default), the number of updated nodes is much less than the
size of the whole node set; thus, considerable running time
is saved. In addition, the vanilla GCN is designed to learn
the parameters of each graph for a better convolution process,
which means that the model needs to be trained at every time
step. Thus, the training process is very time costly.
2) DyGCN Versus DNE and DynWalks: DNE [7] and
DynWalks [15] are the dynamic extended versions of LINE
and DeepWalk, respectively. Both consider how to update
only a few nodes according to the changes, which means that
they mainly solve the global update consumption problem.
However, these two methods update the node embeddings by
stochastic gradient descent; thus, the optimization progress
during update is necessary. In contrast, DyGCN does not
require optimization progress once the model has been trained,
making it much more time-saving.
3) DyGCN Versus GraphSAGE: In contrast to the
above-mentioned vanilla GCN, GraphSAGE also solves the
efficiency issues but at the cost of performance. When
new nodes emerge or the node embeddings are changed,
GraphSAGE simply recalculates the embedding of each
influenced node individually and simultaneously. However,
each node is influenced by its neighboring nodes, and its
change will influence its neighbors in turn. GraphSAGE is
unable to model this progressive influence among nodes,
nor can it capture the evolving pattern, which makes its
performance even worse. In conclusion, although GraphSAGE works quicker than DyGCN, it fails to capture
the influence of the change in neighboring nodes and the
evolving pattern on the graph. Hence, its performance in
dynamic graph embedding is considered worse than that
of DyGCN.
4) Spectral DyGCN Versus Other Methods: Spectral
DyGCN captures the dynamic propagation mechanism and
does not need to retrain any parameters during the node update,
thus decreasing the time consumption considerably. In contrast
to DyGCN, it updates the whole graph at each snapshot.
Consequently, Spectral DyGCN is more powerful but slightly
more costly than DyGCN.
V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, the experiments are described in detail,
including the experiment setup, the comparison of the effectiveness and efficiency of different models, the analysis of the
update order, and visualizations.
A. Experiment Setup
1) Datasets: In accordance with [7], [11], experiments were
carried out on the following three real-world datasets, the
statistics of which are shown in Table II.
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TABLE II
S TATISTICS OF THE T HREE E VALUATION D ATASETS (*-* D ENOTES THE
N UMBER OF C HANGES A CROSS D IFFERENT SNAPSHOTS )

1) Autonomous Systems (AS)2 [21] is a communication
network from the border gateway protocol logs. The
dataset contains instances spanning from 1997 to 2000.
Sixty consecutive snapshots in the dataset were selected
for evaluation.
2) HEP-TH 3 [8] is a dataset containing abstracts of
reports in High Energy Physics Theory conferences
from 1993 to 2003. A collaboration network was created
for reports published in each month. Sixty consecutive
snapshots in the dataset were selected.
3) Facebook 4,5 [40] is a social network dataset on the
Facebook website. A subset of Amherst College was
selected. To generate a sequence of dynamic networks,
a subgraph from the original network was randomly
sampled as the initial networks. At each time step t,
a fixed number of new nodes and edges was added.
To evaluate the ability of the models to predict future
changes on graphs based on past changes, the first half of
time steps was used as the training set and the second half of
time steps as the test set for the three datasets. Note that the
dynamic graphs have a certain order. The use of the earlier
graphs for validating the later graphs for training may lead
to the risk of data leakage. The last graph snapshot of the
training sets was used for validation. The reported results were
averaged over all the snapshots in the test set.
2) Compared Methods: The proposed DyGCN model was
compared with the following methods:
1) GraphSAGE [13] is an inductive GCN-based method
that can effectively learn the representation of new nodes
but cannot model the evolving pattern through the time
steps on dynamic graphs.
2) TIMERS [52] is a dynamic embedding model based on
incremental SVD with a theoretically instructed maximum error-bounded restart.
3) DNE [7] is an extension of the skip-gram-based methods
to the dynamic setting, with high efficiency.
4) DynWalks [15] is an extension of DeepWalk [31], which
can dynamically and efficiently learn embeddings based
on those selected, with high efficiency.
5) GCN [18], [19] is a prevalent static embedding model
and the static counterpart of the proposed DyGCN
model. In dynamic scenarios, each snapshot of the
dynamic graphs is regarded as a static graph, and GCN
is used to learn its node embeddings. The node degrees
are used as node features.
2 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/as-733.html
3

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/cit-HepTh.html

4 http://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/porterm/data/facebook100.zip
5 https://github.com/lundu28/DynamicNetworkEmbedding/tree/master/data

It is important to note that GCN is used as the static base
model to obtain the original embeddings at each time step
in DyGCN and to learn the embeddings at the next time
steps. We show the performance of GCN here aiming to
give the theoretical upper bound of performance of all the
dynamic graph embedding methods. However, the dynamic
methods update the embeddings based on the historical graph
embeddings. The updating process inevitably results in loss of
information. The dimension of node embeddings d is 100 for
all the methods. The maximum order of update K is set as
2 by default.
3) Tasks and Evaluation Metrics: Experiments were carried
out, and the methods were compared on their performance of
the following two tasks:
1) Link Prediction: This aims to test how well the learned
embeddings can predict unobserved edges. The edge
proximity is measured based on the cosine distance
between the embeddings of pairs of nodes. To achieve
this aim, the models are evaluated on their ability to
predict future links at t + 1 time step using embeddings
learned at t time step. The area under the ROC curve
(AUC) and F1-score are used as the evaluation metrics
for this task. As discussed in II-B, DyGCN is not
designed for link prediction. However, link prediction is
a traditional task in evaluating the quality of the learned
node embedding.
2) Node Classification: To test the classification ability of
the embeddings, logistic regression is used as the classifier, with the node embeddings as inputs. At the initial
time step, Z 0 is used as the training data for the logistic
regression parameters, which are kept unchanged in the
following time step. Accuracy is the evaluation metric
of node classification at each time step. We summarize
the predicted result of all the nodes at each time using
the updating embeddings. The logistic regression uses
L-BFGS optimization with l2 regularization; the tolerance for stopping criteria is 0.0001.
B. Results and Analysis
Table III shows the link prediction performance and running
time (seconds) of the evaluation at each time step for the three
datasets. Fig. 3 shows the node classification performance for
the Facebook dataset. Note that GCN, which achieved the best
performance and consumed the longest running time, is the
base model of DyGCN. Its performance was the upper bound
of DyGCN in theory.
Considering both Table III and Fig. 3, GraphSAGE showed
the worst performance in all the cases. This result was
expected because the method was originally designed for
static embedding and failed to capture the changing patterns
during the time steps, as well as the progressive influence
from its neighbors. However, GraphSAGE was the fastest
among the methods due to incremental computation; i.e.,
each new node needed only to aggregate information from its
neighbors for representation; its neighboring nodes would not
be affected. TIMERS achieved a moderate performance with a
little running time. It updated only a part of the nodes at each
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE L INK P REDICTION P ERFORMANCE AND RUNNING T IME (S ECONDS ) OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS . T HE B EST P ERFORMANCE A MONG
DYNAMIC E MBEDDING M ETHODS I S H IGHLIGHTED . GCN I S A S TATIC M ETHOD T HAT P ERFORMS THE U PPER B OUND IN T HEORY

Fig. 3.
Performance comparison of the node classification task on the
Facebook dataset along with running time (seconds).

time step and did not require any optimization progress during
updating. The performance was moderate because TIMERS is
based on the matrix perturbation theory, which works only
when the adjacency matrix does not change considerably at
every time step [52]. Both DNE and DynWalks need SGD for
updating the nodes; thus, they consumed much more time than
the other methods. DNE achieved a better performance than
TIMERS for the HEP-TH and Facebook datasets but at the
cost of much higher time consumption. For the AS dataset,
DNE was not obviously better than TIMERS.
From our perspective, the graph on the AS dataset was much
sparser than the other datasets, and an adding edge would
not significantly affect the adjacency matrix; thus, TIMERS
obtained comparatively better results for AS. DyWalks
achieved a better performance than DNE, being mainly motivated by incremental skip-gram, which is well-designed for
efficiency and effectiveness. The method updated only the
nodes that could be reached by random walk with the start
of the 1st-order nodes. Note that GCN is a transductive
graph embedding method, while GraphSAGE is an inductive
graph embedding method. When the topological structure
of the graph changes, the parameters should be relearned.
Therefore, it is unable to learn graph embeddings efficiently
in dynamic setting. However, GraphSAGE is able to calculate
the graph embeddings when the graph structure changes, but
its performance in dynamic settings cannot be guaranteed.
The proposed DyGCN consistently yielded the best
performance in all the cases with a limited time cost, indicating
its superiority in both accuracy and efficiency. It achieved a
comparative performance with DynWalks, and its running time
was the same as that of GraphSAGE and TIMERS. Compared
with the base model GCN, DyGCN achieved a competitive

performance in both link prediction and node classification
with a much shorter running time. Quantitatively, DyGCN was
692×, 759×, and 4110× faster than its static counterpart GCN
for the AS, HEP-TH, and Facebook datasets, respectively.
This was reasonable because the number of updated nodes
was much smaller than the number of all the nodes, and there
was no need for a training process during the update. Spectral
DyGCN performed better than DyGCN and had an acceptable
running time compared with the other methods. This made
sense given that Spectral DyGCN updated the whole graph
instead of only a part of nodes, as in DyGCN. Note that GCN,
which achieved the best performance and had the longest
running time, is the base model of DyGCN. Its performance
was the upper bound of DyGCN in theory. In summary, the
experimental results verified the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed DyGCN, which achieved the most comparable
results to GCN with much less time consumption.
C. Long-Term Dynamic Embedding
To test the robustness of the proposed model in case of
cumulative errors in long-term embedding, the models were
compared on their performance of the long-term tasks of link
prediction and node classification. In the long-term setting of
these two tasks, only the initial node embeddings at t = 0 were
given. The calculated node embeddings at t − 1 were used as
the initial node embeddings at time step t. Thus, the node
embeddings at each time step t varying from 1 to 30 were
learned, given only the node embedding at t = 0.
Fig. 4 shows the results at every step, which indicate
that GraphSAGE achieved a comparatively worst performance
among all the methods because it did not capture any evolving
pattern of dynamic changes. TIMERS achieved high accuracy for the AS dataset because, as discussed above, the
method is suitable for a sparser graph, such as that of the
AS dataset. TIMERS, GraphSAGE, and DyGCN, which do
not require optimization progress, were stabler through all
the time steps compared with the other methods. This may
be due to the unstable randomness caused by the optimization progress. The performance of all the methods clearly
decreased with the increase in time steps. However, it is
interesting to note that the performance tended to have an
unpredictable vibration over 20 ∼ 30 time steps for both
the AS and Facebook datasets, whereas there is not too big
vibration in HEP-TH. The present authors believe that the
sparser the graph, the harder it is to represent each node
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of the long-term link prediction task w.r.t. F1-score on AS dataset, HEP-TH dataset, and node classification task on the
Facebook dataset. (a) AS. (b) HEP-TH. (c) Facebook.

Fig. 5.

Performance and running time w.r.t. different orders of update K . (a) AS. (b) HEP-TH. (c) Facebook.

accurately. The proposed DyGCN and DynWalks consistently
outperformed the other methods for all the datasets. From the
holistic perspective, DyGCN performed better than DynWalks,
especially when it was a long time away from initialization.
Moreover, the performance of DynWalks was observed to
decrease sharply for the AS dataset, whereas that of DyGCN
was much stabler. Overall, conclusion can be drawn that
DyGCN has a robust performance in long-term tasks, which
is very important in real-world applications.
D. Update Order
The maximum updated order K was varied in the range
of {1, 2, 3, 4} to determine how it would affect the model
accuracy and efficiency. Fig. 5 shows a summary of the experimental results; the top image presents the findings for DyGCN,
and the bottom image shows the time consumption. With the
increase in update order, the performance first increased and
then decreased sharply after K > 2 for the AS and Facebook
datasets. This suggests that the change mostly affects the
1st- and 2nd-order influenced nodes, whereas the influence on
nodes further away is relatively negligible. Propagating the

change to further nodes and updating them is superfluous and
can deteriorate the performance. However, both the AUC and
the F1-score were relatively high up to K = 3 for HEP-TH,
whose graph was much denser and edge changes much fewer
compared with the other datasets. The reason for this may
be that HEP-TH had much less 1st-order nodes and much
more 2nd- and (especially) 3rd-order nodes than the other
datasets. Thus, when DyGCN is applied to a graph with less
1st-order and more 3rd-order nodes, a bigger update order
may be necessary. In addition, the increase in K resulted in
higher time consumption, especially after K > 3. This is
reasonable because the number of influenced nodes increases
exponentially with the increase in the update order. When
K > 3, the time consumption was even higher than that of
Spectral DyGCN. Therefore, it is better to update only the
1st- and 2nd-order influenced nodes, for the sake of both
effectiveness and efficiency.
E. Dimensionality of Hidden Vectors
The models were tested with embedding dimensionality of
latent vector d = 50, 75, 100, and 125. As shown in Fig. 6,
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Performance of DyGCN of different hidden vector sizes d in the three datasets. (a) AS. (b) HEP-TH. (c) Facebook.

effectiveness of DyGCN and Spectral DyGCN compared with
other methods and their static counterpart (GCN).
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